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Introduction
Canterbury-Bankstown is the epitome of what
successful community diversity looks like. The
complex layers and widespread pockets of
social, economic and cultural difference is what
makes Canterbury-Bankstown a unique, vibrant
community that has an energy and interest that
should be celebrated and encouraged.

Having been through the recent
amalgamation and unification process
across the course of just three short years,
the LGA presents a new and exciting
proposition - still learning and growing
together into this newly formed, larger LGA
identity, and unveiling the bright new future
of who and what it will be as a community.

This report documents the engagement
undertaken to inform Council’s Local Strategic
Planning Statement, Connective City 2036
and the key messages from those engagement
activities.
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Approach
This report summarises the wide-ranging
community and stakeholder engagement program
undertaken to inform Connective City 2036
Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS). This
engagement program is the first stage of the
broader program to develop a New Planning
Framework for the City.

Engagement program objectives

Engagement approach

Council engaged Place Design Group as lead
engagement consultants for this project,
conducting community engagement and
research, and engagement with key internal
and external stakeholders.

The engagement approach was underpinned by
the following core drivers:

As part of the project, Council also engaged
consultancy teams to undertake reviews in a
range of technical areas. Insights from these
technical areas, along with findings from the
community and key stakeholder engagement
program will feed insights into the development
of the draft LSPS, and other deliverables that are
part of the broader LEP review process. Through
close collaboration, a recognised set of refined
and tested insights presented in this report have
been developed to assist Council to:
• inform the development of Council’s New
Planning Framework reporting requirements
• assist Council in achieving the CBCity 7
Destinations for the city and affirm the
strategic position of Council.

• To test and verify
• To develop
• To de-risk
• To deepen conversation
• To gather insights and ideas
• To inform the direction and future land use
blueprint for the LGA.
As such, the approach sought to instigate deeper,
long term conversation with the community and
key stakeholders based on their ideas presented
from the recent Community Strategic Plan (CSP)
process resulting in the CBCity 2028 strategy.
This New Planning Framework Engagement
program looks 20 years ahead, starting from the
development of an initial, and well-considered
community insights base in 2019, with the
intention of continuing engagement across
the broader aim of developing a consolidated
Local Environmental Plan (LEP) within 2 years as
required under a funded agreement between
Council and the State Government. This allows
for a more meaningful conversations over a longer
period of time with the community.
This approach will develop a fuller response for
the LSPS and ongoing LEP process.
This allows Council to look at things closely, and
more meaningfully, and delve deeper into the
‘nitty gritty’ of the land use planning focus area
that lies at the heart of the new LSPS and LEP
review project.
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It is important to note that this engagement
approach was started while the LSPS was in
pre-draft development working with the existing
insights base and seven directions set out in the
CBCity 2028 document, using a land use planning
lens.
The approach has been designed to take a longterm view of community positions and ideas to
ensure a range of engagement activities occur
regularly throughout the LEP Review and New
Planning Framework processes.

How we engaged
LSPS engagement: phase one
Key components of our engagement program
in phase one (to inform the development of the
draft LSPS) are outlined on this page.

1. RESEARCH
Reviewing the existing CSP document, and raw
data from its engagement process, but from a
land use planning perspective. We also reviewed
other background studies (recently conducted
within the last two years) for land use specific
insights to help address our response to the 10
Directions outlined in the South District Plan.

2. ONLINE
We developed a survey to reach the broader
community and to make having a say more
accessible. We developed the survey in
five different languages to in line with the
community’s needs to mitigate any challenges
that language as a barrier would present.
The survey was available for over a month to
ensure enough time was given for the community
to respond. A Council communications and
engagement campaign was created to drive
awareness and a master postcard promoting
the survey was produced and distributed at
all engagement events to encourage greater
community participation.

3. ON GROUND
Eight initial key stakeholder sessions were
conducted by Place Design Group and Council
to assist in the development of the LSPS story
(building on the insights base and filling any
gaps). These sessions were structured, two-hour
workshops over a series of days. The feedback
included identified planning opportunities for the
LGA, defining what is missing what’s missing, and
to problem solve what Council together with the
community can do to future proof the area and
remain thriving, dynamic and real as it grows.
Pop-up events were also held across the LGA to
increase community awareness of the project,
have conversations with
the community about key project focus areas, and
to promote the online survey. Methods included
conversations, the Frank Chats online survey
loaded to a mobile tablet, takeaway postcards
handed out to promote the project and survey
link, and giant Connect-4 voting games. The popup engagement events were held in Bankstown,
Revesby, and Campsie.
Three facilitated workshops were held each
20 residents from across the LGA, with equal
representation from all wards at each event. The
workshops were held in late July, early August at
Bankstown, Campsie and Revesby to discuss the
key challenges facing the City and testing ideas
to address these issues. The panel was recruited
like Council’s Community Voice Panel which was
comprised of residents who have not had prior
dealings with Council. The workshops resulted
in marked up maps and feedback from the panel
participants that has informed the plan.
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PART 1

STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOP FINDINGS
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Key stakeholder
session - Group 1
Insights generated by representatives for
Transport, Universal Access and Inclusion

Stakeholder Snapshot

Key themes:
1. Improved transport links and their
relationship with better walkability
across the LGA

Key local land assets identified:
• Natural assets
• The university

2. The impacts of a new university

“Draw on local students and capture the
knowledge within the LGA”
– Sue
“Delivering public transport improvements
with the links – and getting them right is
critical. You can’t have one without the
other” - Stuart
“Can’t get buses across the LGA!!”
- Julie
“Get the links right!”
- Julie
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3. Improved connectivity, accessibility
and movement options across the
LGA particularly in and around local
centres and greenspace.

Possible investigation areas:
• Investigate... a comprehensive look
into the LGA’s priority networks (and
links) – and where the gaps are.
• Investigate… an LGA-wide
mobility and accessibility strategy
(walkability strategy for centres
and neighbourhoods) via a possible
mapping exercise to understand and
future proof for a broader section of
the community.
• Investigate… the need and role of a
new centre for sustainable transport
and be the government body that
houses/is responsible for future/
sustainable transport/movement
change for the LGA.

Here is what they said...
What opportunities do you see?
• To do more destination events – activations
celebrating waterways/natural assets unique to
the LGA
• More pedestrianised infrastructure around:
ƌƌ Parks
ƌƌ Aged care facilities
ƌƌ Community facilities
• Western Sydney University:
ƌƌ Improve education attainment of CBCity
residents
ƌƌ Create a “Knowledge Centre” of schools, uni,
TAFE
ƌƌ To allow people to learn and work in CBCity
• Keep people local!
ƌƌ New knowledge jobs in CBD and connecting to
employment lands
• Encouraging larger businesses into CBCity and
supporting entrepreneurial start-ups (spaces for
start-ups)
• Help SME’s to become MED’s
• Pedestrianise connections to employment hubs
• Buses to link around edges of centres – along Henri
Lawson Drive (Milperra to Bass Hill)
• Connecting train lines (T2 – T3)

What’s missing currently?

What can we do to future proof our city to remain dynamic, real and vibrant?

• Good transport links

• Create mobility maps for community use

• Better connections

• Put good habits in place early (Council to
encourage active transport use with youth/
schools)

• Lifts in stations
• Connections to destinations with public transport
e.g. Georges River
• Bus stops and shelters that encourage walkability
and use of transport links – “Start with the basics
– footpaths, pedestrian crossings, links to public
open spaces like parks and pedestrian refuges”
• “Where the key origin destinations are in the LGA?”
– critical to better walkability
• Better walkability is critical to the success of great
transport links
• Safety - there is a perception of fear and
vulnerability in the LGA that affects walkability.
• Funding and a focus is missing on access and
inclusion for land use issues for the LGA – needs
an internal (Council or RMS) representative to
drive improvements
• Good accessibility in local centres is missing, as
is the legislation and funding needed to improve
them and attitudes towards people living with a
disability

• Developers to play a role/be required to
deliver footpaths on key roads related to their
development

• Council to establish better community
partnerships – particularly with the University
(critical) regarding job creation/containment and
accessibility and inclusion matters/projects.
• “Draw on local students and capture the
knowledge within the LGA”
• Better local access to education:

• Council to create a mobility checklist for
developers to adhere to (i.e. community
contributions and to ensure a lift in standards)

ƌƌ Great access to get there (Public transport)

• Allow people to move safely and freely around the
area

ƌƌ Remove barriers to study

• More cycleways
• Good transport infrastructure is critical
• Council to create a centre or institute for
sustainable transport (and be the responsible
home of some of the ideas/deliverables shared
here in this list)

ƌƌ And offer more work to study opportunities is
critical (to enable study)
• Improve “Zero Barriers” program as a priority
• Starts at schools
• Create a recognised ‘Knowledge Centre’ including
TAFE, University and schools.
• Keep people local
• Clearly identify priority networks (and links)

• Delivering public transport improvements with the
links – and getting them right is critical (“You can’t
have one without the other” UWS Gentleman)
• “Get the links right!”

• “Can’t get buses across the LGA!!” - Milperra to
Bass Hill – nothing that links the two areas!

• Express M90 Bankstown to Parramatta
• Tactile markings down the middle of public spaces
• Traffic engineers can become “Connection
Consultants” – (professional training)
• Residents to send photos of issues with access to
Council (perhaps via interactive map)

PRIORITIES LEGEND
At every key stakeholder session the groups were given the opportunity to
choose their top priorities that they felt were important. This group chose
to collaborate and highlight points (indicated by the star icon) for which
there was agreement and broad consensus achieved within the group.
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Key stakeholder
session - Group 2
Insights generated by representatives for
Recreation, Health and Environment

Stakeholder Snapshot

Key themes:
1. Environmental factors ranked
highly – preservation, promotion and
protection of environment and green
space, and cool and shady streets a
priority
2. Community - Better partnerships
between Council and community
for leveraging new opportunities
for greater community benefit –
particularly for youth.
3. Movement - improved connectivity,
accessibility and movement options
across the LGA, particularly in and
around local centres and greenspace.

“Make CB a place you want to go to rather
than through”
- Martin
“We need greater cross-city connectivity,
like link buses in Perth”
- Anon
“Partnerships!”
- Anon
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Key local land assets identified:
• University
• Hospitals
• Schools (green spaces)
• Employment lands

Possible investigation areas:
• Investigate... the attraction
of innovative manufacturing –
renewables – building on the LGA’s
central location.
• Investigate… resilience strategies to
deal with environmental issues and
how the city can deal with climate
change.
• Investigate… Council partnership
opportunities with the university and
schools to open up use of existing
green space and places for community
benefit.

Here is what they said...
What opportunities do you see?
• Bankstown (CBD) as a destination:
ƌƌ Night-time activities
ƌƌ Vibrancy
• Resilient city
ƌƌ Can deal with climate change implications
ƌƌ Has shade
ƌƌ Trees
ƌƌ Shaded streetscapes
• Partnerships with schools and to facilitate new and more flexible
sport (health and wellbeing) facilities
• Sporting fields – develop the edges as green space/flora/fauna
• Public transport using renewable technology/electric buses

What’s missing currently?

What can we do to future proof our city to remain
dynamic, real and vibrant?

• Connections with natural habitats across the city
• Shaded and natural habitats around home unit blocks – cools and
safe
• Recycling – grey water and plastics etc
• Attract innovative manufacturing – renewables – build on our
central location

“Make CB a place you want to go to rather than through” – Martin
NB. It was agreed the opportunities section also applied to this
column of ideas so consider those reposes as the same responses for
this future proofing question.

• Public transport – need greater cross city connectivity (e.g. City
link buses like Perth)
• Community nursery managed by CBCity – provide plant/
seedlings to residents
• Community gardeners
• More youth activities city wide issue particularly at night.

• Capitalise on big projects coming to the CBD:
ƌƌ University
ƌƌ Hospitals
• Higher density above transport hubs (Metro) – Good or bad?
(discussed)
• Partnerships with university to enable key changes identified
above (and others)

PRIORITIES LEGEND
At every key stakeholder session the groups were given
the opportunity to choose their top priorities that they felt
were important. The stars on this page indicate how many
attendees selected the point as a top priority or area for
further investigation.
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Key stakeholder
session - Group 3
Insights generated by representatives for
Community Groups, (Family & Children,
Youth, Women and Diversity)

Stakeholder Snapshot

Key themes:
1. Community hubs - making existing
Council facilities more appropriate
and work harder for community
benefit, and protect existing
community assets (no development).
2. Partnerships – Council to enable
and partner with community more by
tapping into organisations that are
supporting local communities.
3. Perception – built on perceived lack
of safety at night and on transport/at
hubs to get around the LGA.

“Council should see community
organisations as an opportunity”
- Liz
“Why would you come to Bankstown?”
- Merle
“The forgotten centres (like) Villawood the rest of the city has a responsibility to
(improve) these areas”
- Mark
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4. Culture - treat culture as an asset and
have this reflected in land use.

Key local land assets identified:
• Culture – and the diversity unique to
the LGA
• Community hubs, places and spaces
• Youth – our future

Possible investigation areas:
• Investigate…. fast-tracking temporary
use of vacant or underutilised Council
facilities for more community use and
to address challenges to access of
Council community spaces.
• Investigate… the development of a
cultural story (and associated land
use/places of significance) for the
LGA. Starting with our first people
and traditional land owners and
covering the LGA’s unique mix of CALD
backgrounds.
• Investigate… perceptions of safety
and security within the LGA.

Here is what they said...
What opportunities do you see?
• Upgrade Centro (make it more of a destination)
• Old Bankstown Library as a community services hub

What’s missing currently?
• Focus on process & relationships (council & community
organisations)

What can we do to future proof our city to remain
dynamic, real and vibrant?
• Protecting community assets (no developments)

• Tapping into community organisations & supporting local
communities

• Appropriate spaces to be in & grow in - community groups
• Women-only & children only spaces (swimming, refuges etc.)

• Dedicated spaces for community cultural groups – aboriginal/TSI
specific place

• Making exciting council facilities work harder for community
organisations

• Community member safety in streets at night, on transport etc.
E.g. Street lighting, lack of CCTV

• Council supporting community groups to secure tenures/leases/
spaces (long term)

• Fast tracking temporary use of vacant facilities

• Community chamber

• Lakemba – infrastructure upgrades for safety & vibrancy

• It was speculated that the LGA has the 2nd highest domestic
violence rate in Sydney - issue needs to be addressed

• Local knowledge & history of relationships (Canterbury side)

• Meaningful partnerships – financial eg community markets,
community gardens

• Night-time activity in centres, especially Bankstown

• “Why would you come to Bankstown?” (Merle)

• Not enough info on metro to community

• In parks as well (café, dog café)

ƌƌ Need more destination activities

• Council as an enabler & a partner “Council should see community
organisations as an opportunity” – Liz

ƌƌ Need reasons to come here

• Co-ordinated promotion & advocacy – council can help

• Long term sustainability (water, greenspaces – 50-100yr plan) for
growing population

• ‘Moodle’ type portal (interactive) – ‘Citizen portal’ tailored to
their concerns:

• Aboriginal flag does not fly all year round – only during NAIDOC
Week

ƌƌ Jobs, events & contacts
ƌƌ In future can vote or make submissions, participate in forums,
could be in different languages

• Dedicated hubs for community services eg. online information,
council website
• Fly aboriginal flag all year round
• Treat culture as an asset (why people come here)
• Need cultural story for the LGA
• Make Bankstown more cosmopolitan (like Parramatta)

• “The forgotten centres – Villawood example and the rest of he
city has a responsibility to these areas” – Mark

PRIORITIES LEGEND
At every key stakeholder session the groups were given
the opportunity to choose their top priorities that they felt
were important. The stars on this page indicate how many
attendees selected the point as a top priority or area for
further investigation.
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Key stakeholder
session - Group 4
Insights generated by representatives for
Business Leaders and Innovation

Stakeholder Snapshot

Key themes:

“Transform to become an ideal place to
live, work, study, play and do business.”
- Wally
“There is no invitation”
- Anon
“When you invite someone into your house
it has to be clean”
- Wally
“What we see today is not what we will see
in the coming years”
- Jacquie

Key local land assets identified:

1. Council partnerships - to capacity
build with smaller businesses, to
tap into small businesses through
cultural channels and support microenterprise to connect and grow
(markets, events etc)

• Natural Resources

2. Perception and place Identity – and
the lack of attractions/appeal of the
LGA. People move through not to the
LGA. Need to identify assets and use
them to address this for the LGA so
people ‘come to’ not ‘through’.

• Rivers

3. Night time economy – and the role
local centres could play to facilitate.
4. Events - The need for more signature
events that promote identified place
assets unique to the LGA.

• Cycleways
• Strategically placed/proximity of the
LGA
• Greenspaces
• Sports assets
• Culture and diversity

Possible investigation areas:
• Investigate…. Identify niche centres
with an existing ‘thing’, and promote
them (be it a natural wedding precinct,
food centres etc)
• Investigate… Curation of centres for
a new vibrant mix, and recognise local
character and build on that to build
local centres
• Investigate… the changing nature of
work across the LGA and it’s impacts
on future land use. Examples include:
ƌƌ Facilitation of “work communities
to grow and prosper”
ƌƌ Shrinking workplaces

“Keep young people connected to the
region”
- Wally
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ƌƌ Home employment
ƌƌ Micro enterprise
ƌƌ Digital marketplaces
ƌƌ etc

Here is what they said...
What opportunities do you see?

What’s missing currently?

What can we do to future proof our city to
remain dynamic, real and vibrant?

• Good perception is that we are strategically
placed (with Chullora the actual centre of Sydney
(if you drop a pin)

• We have attractions that need to be recognised,
categorised and promoted as part of clear place
identity.

• Negative perception is that streets need
beautifying and lacking in visual amenity (impacts
people wanting to work there)

• “Transform to become an ideal place to live, work,
study, play and do business.” – Wally

• Other universities to come to the area

• Opportunity to plug in to environmental /cultural
groups to enhance the qualities and then promote
the LGA

• Night time activity – no where to engage/have fun/
be entertained

• Council to facilitate a more intergrateed approach
to business communities, cross cultures.

• Edginess is missing
• “there is no invitation”

• Examples Smales Farm, Parramatta, Springfield
Innovation Centre.

• Leadership

• Accommodate for the changing nature of work:

• Proximity is an asset

• We already have the facilities in Campsie etc for
night time things – we need the leadership, local
management and community to work together to
activate and curate it.

• Tap into the small businesses through cultural
channels

• All activities and events should be on the LGA
working together to:

• Signature Events can be used to drive awareness
• “Why do I remember these places ?” Can be asked
about places in the LGA
• Identify assets that appeal to big brands

• Recognise local character and build on that to
build local centres
• Council to give micro-enterprises more
opportunity to connect and grow (markets and
night markets?)
• Create night time hubs to connect with eath other
more
• Build on the LGA’s culture of Hospitality
• “When you invite someone into your house it has to
be clean” – Wally
• Recognise our assets which are:
ƌƌ Natural Resources
ƌƌ Cycleways
ƌƌ Strategically placed/proximity

ƌƌ Integrate & promote Opportunities
ƌƌ As ‘ONE LGA’
ƌƌ Give centres their own local flavour
ƌƌ Take Lakemba as a strong brand example of
energy and vibrancy of events.
• Centres – Revesby has good bones for future
investment/opportunities
• More accommodation – visitors and business
• A possible ferry service – “How can we use our
rivers for transport?”
• Little ‘Riveretto’s’ on the Georges River
• Greenacre – strong little cultural centre/
destination

ƌƌ Greenspaces
ƌƌ Rivers
ƌƌ Sports assets
ƌƌ Culture and diversity

• Underutilised spaces – greenspace and natural
spaces.

ƌƌ Facilitate for “work communities to grow and
prosper”

• We are missing an understanding as to why these
greenspaces and waterways are under utilised

ƌƌ Shrinking workplaces

• Quality of greenspace is missing

ƌƌ Micro enterprise

• We have a brand issue – (perceptions)

ƌƌ Digital marketplaces

• There is no true city centre/heart/hub

ƌƌ Identified this all these things have a massive
impact on land use

• Accommodation
• Greater diversity in business networks – there are
cultural silos / group trade.

ƌƌ Home employment

• “What we see today is not what we will see in the
coming years” - Jacquie.
• Identify our assets to help create a new invitation
to the LGA
• Council partnerships to support and capacity
build with local businesses
• We need more signature events to drive brand/
perception changes
• “Keeping young people connected to the region”
• Identify niche centres and promote them (be it a
natural wedding precinct, food centres etc)
• Curate centres for a new vibrant mix for
community.
• Three pillars: Council as friends/host; chambers
and business leadership; and community.

PRIORITIES LEGEND
At every key stakeholder session the groups were given the opportunity to
choose their top priorities that they felt were important. This group chose
to collaborate and highlight points (indicated by the star icon) for which
there was agreement and broad consensus achieved within the group.
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Community Voice
Panel
Insights generated by representatives of the
community

Stakeholder Snapshot

Key themes:

Key local land assets identified:

1. Walkability – improved accessibility
particularly along the waterfronts and
to local centres

• Rivers that wrap the border of the LGA

2. Housing typologies - a balanced
approach to housing types as we grow.
The current lack of affordable housing.
Density around centres (Clemton Park
example).

• Culture and diversity of the community

3. Open space - Great open space for
community use that is well utilised –
with proper amenities, safe, well lit,
and with lots of shady trees! Celebrate
the rivers and ensure shared use of
government land occurs well.
4. Infrastructure - Lack of transport links
and parking – at centres and across
the LGA, and alternatives to traditional
parking options as we grow.

“Public transport that works in all
directions”
- Karen
“It’s great east-west but not north-south”
- Karen
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• Green space, parks and sporting
venues/precincts

Possible investigation areas:
• Investigate... cross LGA transport
links and options to better connect
the north to south and east to west.
• Investigate… protection and
maximised use of open space and
public amenity across the LGA for
community benefit.
• Investigate… better walkability
across the LGA, particularly to
public transport hubs or identified
destinations such as schools, local
centres or waterfronts, etc.

Here is what they said...
What opportunities do you see?
• Use of empty shops for community and or cultural activities
• Council to match organisations to spaces
• Get people walking we need:
ƌƌ Good footpaths
ƌƌ Lighting
ƌƌ Close to public transport
ƌƌ Something to walk to
ƌƌ Trees / shade
• Need our own ‘Bay Run”
• Celebrating where people come from (different cultures) extent
that celebrates all cultures (programs and campaigns)
• Celebrate the rivers – accessibility
• Shared facilities or land between councils and schools - all
government land
• A big event for Bankstown can be ‘known for’ that brings a lot of
people

What’s missing currently?
• State of the art outdoors and indoors sporting venues (including
a pool/aquatic centre) in parks (multipurpose) NOTE: The Crest
as an opportunity? And posed the question to investigate where
else in the east?
• Trees - not leafy enough and does not provide enough shade
• Swimming pool in Bankstown in a park
• Street lighting – unsafe at night
• Lack of playground amenity in parks:

What can we do to future proof our city to remain
dynamic, real and vibrant?
• Take road space for green links
• Areas of traffic flow – road design allows flow but still safe
• Alternatives to traditional parking arrangements in suburban
areas (re-purpose road reserves)
• (Belmore) Centre parking (lack of ) and other centres on train line.
• New centres need to be like Clemton Park (density with shops
built in)

ƌƌ Facilities to be available all times

• Improve access to water frontage and walkability

ƌƌ Safe

• Diversity of housing types – can have house on ¼ acre blocks,
townhouse, flats etc. - balanced

ƌƌ Well maintained
• Corner shops to get bread and milk and convenience stores

• “Public transport that works in all directions” – Karen

• Affordable housing

• “It’s great east-west but not north-south” - Karen

• People walking around
• Clean rivers and preservation of waterways with the precedent
noted as Haberfield Bay and Five Dock.
• Water parks
• Open space in schools
• Multicultural film festival

PRIORITIES LEGEND
At every key stakeholder session the groups were given the
opportunity to choose their top priorities (in no particular
order) that they felt were important. The stars on this page
indicate how many attendees selected the point as a top
priority or area for further investigation.
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Special Interest Group
Insights generated by the Special Interest
Group

Stakeholder Snapshot

Key themes:
1. Intra - LGA connectivity both across
the LGA but also to open spaces and
centres.
2. Local Assets – and the things that
make the LGA unique from a physical
infrastructure, cultural and natural
asset perspective.
3. Employment and services - The role of
employment lands and preservation
of local services.

“Celebrated town centres”
- Anon
“Bankstown needs to be our city”
- Anon
“We are forgotten – we don’t have a label”
- Anon
“Identify our natural beauty and activate it“
- Anon
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4. The need for great development
controls – to ensure more
family friendly apartments,
multigenerational options, positive
zoning changes for the community, for
more affordable housing, and quality
design controls.

Key local land assets identified:
• Belmore Sports ground
• Ice rink, pools - needs a vision for this
• Sports
• Arts
• Culture
• Bike tracks
• Proximity
• Cooks River
• Heritage areas – Hurlstone Park,
Belmore and Ashbury, etc.
• Multigenerational housing
• Pocket parks
• Local Services

Possible investigation areas:
• Investigate…. Identify natural
resources/activate to become a
destination and a place with identity
(and our local centres)
• Investigate… Joint use of schools and
more efficient use of community lands
and facilities.
• Investigate… Investigate how we can
preserve our employment lands and
continue them as industry changes
etc.

Here is what they said...
What opportunities do you see?
• More affordable housing
• Better design controls
• Belmore could be known as the “Arts
and Sports Centre” of the LGA

What’s missing currently?
• Maximise use of open space – work
harder for a diversity of uses

• “We are forgotten – we don’t have a
label”

• Our assets are:

• Place Identity

ƌƌ Belmore Sports ground

• Good management of local centres
(activation and safety missing)

What can we do to future proof our
city to remain dynamic, real and
vibrant?
• Identify natural resources/activate to
become a destination and a place with
identity (and our local centres)

• Campsie could be know as the “Culture
and Commerce” centre of the LGA

ƌƌ Ice rink, pools - needs a vision for
this

• Underground power lines

ƌƌ Sports

• Connectivity with open space

• Celebrate zoning changes when its
positive change for neighbourhoods

ƌƌ Arts

• Traffic flow

ƌƌ Culture

• Hight street retail

• More local events

• Raise the socio-economic status of the
whole LGA

ƌƌ Bike tracks

• Multi-generational housing

ƌƌ Proximity

• Coordination of growth and
infrastructure

• Pocket parks

ƌƌ Cooks River

• Intra-LGA connectivity

•

ƌƌ Heritage areas – Hurlstone Park,
Belmore and Ashbury, etc.

• Child Friendly places and developments

• Cafes and greenery along the river
• Enable people to live well and achieve
what they want
• Have development controls that create
more family friendly apartments
• Activate local centres i.e. Anzac Mall in
Campsie
• Well-presented destinations needed

• Investigate how we c an preserve our
employment lands and continue them
as industry changes etc.
• The changing nature or work as we
transition across 20 years.

• Improved water quality & amenity

• Lack of governance of local centres

• Join use of schools and more efficient
use of community lands and facilities
• Libraries are great spaces

• Celebrated town centres
• Variety
• Local services
• Quality Infrastructure (parks, open
space)
• Cafes on the river

• Identify natural beauty and activate it.
• “Bankstown needs to be our city”
• Canterbury as a gateway

PRIORITIES LEGEND
At every key stakeholder session the groups were given the
opportunity to choose their top priorities (in no particular
order) that they felt were important. The stars on this page
indicate how many attendees selected the point as a top
priority or area for further investigation.
• Embrace our sub-culture
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Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
Reference Group
A session was held with representatives
of Aboriginal Australians in CanterburyBankstown to provide a critical layer of cultural
understanding, respect and recognition in the
LSPS engagement process.

This session had two broad goals. The first was
about understanding the LGA and its elements as a
cultural landscape. We have explored the LGA from
many aspects but there is a deeper story that needs
to be uncovered and told about the place as living
cultural landscape. This is about understanding
story lines, the significance of physical elements,
rivers, mountains and reflecting the cultural
memory of the landscape in the story of the LGA
as a narrative of the place and where possible as a
physical representation of that landscape through
information, interpretive signage, the preservation
of significant spaces, etc.
The second goal to understand the contemporary
history of the first peoples of the area and what
resources and in terms of facilities that may be
required to assist in terms of education, research
and engagement with the broader community.

Cultural landscape
The Cooks and Georges River form the strongest
elements of the cultural assets. These rivers form
strong story lines for the local people and contain
a significant number of cultural places most of
which have very little recognition or are completely
unknown even to local indigenous people.
The rivers are highly degraded and, in some places,
completely lost in the urban landscape. As noted
in other rounds of consultation, uncovering the
rivers and bringing them back to life is an important
initiative for the community. As part of bringing the
rivers back to life, should be the story of the rivers
from European and Indigenous perspectives. The
rivers are a strong element of the identity of local
indigenous people.
Some of these places may now be on private
property and so access will need to be negotiated
with owners. Access may form part of any
development conditions.
In this regard the rivers constitute a major
opportunity to tell the cultural history of the LGA,
create a number of active transport corridors
linking parts of the city and create important habitat
linkages.
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Hand in hand with this is the development of a
digital wayfinding strategy which can help tell
the story of the Eora nation. There are a range
of information sources available to inform the
wayfinding strategy however this information is
held in a range of places an in some cases held as
individual memories from Indigenous Elders.
As noted by the group there is no agreed history due
to the impact and legacy of colonisation, and varied
documentation of Aboriginal history.
The group would like to see some reference of the
land and who they are, so they could tell the story of
“our people” – they can we tell their story through
the landscape. Sites that have particular meaning
such as Scar Trees exist but have not been mapped
spatially but obviously need some recognition.
Gathering these sources will be challenging. In the
first instance recording the stories of Elders needs
to be undertaken as a matter of priority as this
collective memory seems to be diminishing with
time.
Secondly, recording this information as written
records and more importantly spatially is essential.

Dedicated facilities
This will require a dedicated resource and ideally
a dedicated facility located within the Bankstown
city centre. Bankstown is ideal given it is a public
transport hub and some of the contemporary
political history both Indigenous and European has
occurred in Bankstown.
The group acknowledged that any Indigenous Hub
should go into the LGA heart for reasons that it is
symbolic, and from a practical viewpoint (public
transport).
The group noted they need an Indigenous
organisation to manage it, or Council (preferably not
one of the two land councils).
The group noted a dedicated space for education,
training and engagement would facilitate better
access to information and an ability to engage with
the community, school groups etc. Campaigns such

as the ‘I am EORA’ campaign (meaning ‘I am from
here’ in the Darug language) could be run from such
a space.

Governance
Much of the authority has gone to the two Land
Councils that cover the LGA (the Metropolitan Local
Aboriginal Land Council and the Gandangarra Land
Council). Some further consultation with these
groups may be required.
One suggestion for better governance would be to
have an Indigenous representative in Council who
can advise on matters to do with indigenous issues.

Contemporary political history
Some contemporary political history was made
when a speech was given in 1933 by Joe Anderson
(King Burraga) at Salt Pan Creek.
Joe Anderson was one of the first Aboriginal men
to use film and the cinema to demand recognition
for his people. He was filmed delivering a message
to the people of Australia, standing on the banks
of a tributary of the Georges River called Salt Pan
Creek in 1933. Salt Pan Creek was densely colonised;
nonetheless, it provided shelter to a nucleus of
indigenous and undefeated people who reasserted
their right to be heard in their own country – Burraga
Foundation.
A physical space acknowledging the contemporary
political history of the indigenous people should
be located in Bankstown. This space can be part of
existing open space networks but should be close
to the city centre. Given the association between
Paul Keating’s reconciliation speech and Joe
Anderson’s reconciliation speech the idea provides
a genuine cultural connection between the two
communities.
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Legend
Cultural heart
Cultural places of significance
Cultural places unknown
Rivers and waterways
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PART 2

SPATIALLY MAPPING
KEY STAKEHOLDER
PRIORITIES
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Spatially mapping key stakeholder priorities

Spatial mapping was a critical method used
across all key stakeholder workshops.

A core deliverable for the final LSPS
document developed by Council is the
inclusion of a series of spatially mapped
concepts and strategies for future land use
planning across the LGA.

A second part of the key stakeholder sessions
was to take the priorities or key ideas presented
by participants and spend the second half of the
session spatially mapping their ideas together,
identifying where and how the opportunities
could be spatially resolved.
Any participant was welcome to pick up a pen
and draw, write or illustrate on these maps. As the
session progressed, the team worked together to
develop the ideas presented on the whiteboards
across the three lines of enquiry covered, being
the opportunities, what’s missing, and how do we
future proof.
This approach was outcomes based, and at the
end of each session, a ‘group insights map’ was
produced.
At the conclusion of the key stakeholder
engagement for phase one, these maps were then
combined to create a ‘master community insights
map’ (overleaf) to show the key stakeholder
groups’ layered priorities, actions and areas of
interest/for investigation in the LGA.
By mapping the insights generated in the key
stakeholder sessions, the findings are more
closely aligned with and talk directly to the needs
and outputs required in the final LSPS. This spatial
mapping of insights also reduces the chances of
losing these key stakeholder insights via graphic
translation, and at the point of exhibition, the
community can see how their ideas work in the
same way the document does using concepts
mapping/structure plans, etc. to tell the future
land use story for Canterbury-Bankstown.
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Key themes
Spatially mapped

Economic opportunities

Maintenance of character

Natural spaces

Transport and connectivity

The groups identified a number of centres
and locations for potential growth or
renewal or the creation of knowledge
educations and employment areas:

A number of areas within the LGA were
noted as having strong residential character
as represented in its built form that should
be preserved and celebrated as part of
the identity and history of the LGA. These
places of strong housing character included
areas around Earlwood, Ashbury and parts
of Belmore.

The waterways and wetlands are
recognised as places with huge potential
and opportunity. These opportunities stem
from the recognition of the waterways as
place of significance as sources of habitat
and biodiversity and opportunities to
re-establish habitat and connection to
greenspaces.

The transport and connectivity issues
discussed varied in scale from the major
Metro connections for the LGA to issues of
walkability.

These include sites such as:
Villawood – as a mixed use business hub that
can capitalise on its locational attributes and its
transport options.
Chullora – as a potential business park given its
location on the proposed Metro alignment and
proximity to Parramatta.
Bankstown Airport – leveraging of the site’s
current use and expand the offering in this
location. Again, capitalising on the sites strategic
position along a proposed Metro alignment
connecting Sydney, Bankstown, Liverpool and
Badgery’s Creek.
Western Sydney University (Bankstown) – given
its location next to the airport and the Milperra
Industry area this represents an opportunity to
create a knowledge/employment/innovation hub.
Kingsgrove – the industry area at Kingsgrove is
another industry area located on the future Metro
network. Further intensification of this precinct
for greater commercial/business uses that
leverage the hospital as well as the Metro could
provide a renewal opportunity.
Centres – many of the local centres (particularly
those on the future Metro line) have good ‘bones’
and could be opportunities for more intense
business/retail/residential and mixed use
development.
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The restoration by the naturalisation of existing
waterways was seen as a high priority to connect
areas of habitat, provide a network pedestrian
and cycle paths of the LGA as well as an
opportunity to create a series of recreation and
greenspace experiences
A number of parks and greenspaces were
nominated as opportunities for renewal and
rejuvenation. These spaces include the Crest
Sporting Complex and the Max Parker Leisure &
Aquatic Centre.

Consultation Summary Plan
Legend
Rail Network
Metro Network

At the broad scale many people noted a
preference for a western Metro alignment that
ran from Punchbowl to Panania then north to
Bankstown Airport linking with Chester Hill in
the north of the LGA and then heading to either
Lidcombe or Parramatta. This western way was
seen as important to connect residential areas
south of the LGA to employment opportunities
both within the LGA and the major centre of
Parramatta north of the LGA.

Metro Network Underground

The waterways again were also seen as important
to the movement story of the LGA. Connections
such as Salt Pan Creek linking form the Georges
River in the south to Bankstown were seen
as opportunities to create strong off road
pedestrian and cycle linkages. Some parts of
this network are currently missing and have been
identified on the summary plan.

Suburban growth centers
(public realm improvement / outdoor dining)

At a finer grain and as part of the renewal
of a number of smaller centres the issue of
walkability was raised. The walkability of centres
was considered important from an intrinsic
accessibility perspective as well as from a
liveability perspective in the creation of good
centres.

Missing open space link

Metro Interchange
Proposed Alternate Metro
Minor Road Network
Major Road Network
Waterways / waterbodies
Centres

Improvement and growth areas
(Employment / town centers)
Special character areas
Greenspace activation and improvement
Pedestrian / cycle link

Habitat / Green Space

Kings Bay
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PART 3

LSPS COMMUNITY
PANEL SESSIONS
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Thoughts from Community Panel Sessions
Themes and Ideas

The community sessions were all well
attended with the community providing a
wealth of ideas, enthusiasm and energy.
The community explored the qualities of
the LGA’s Urban areas which included both
centres and suburbs as well as Natural
areas which included rivers, creeks and
open spaces.

Centres and Activation

Integrated transport

Greenspaces

Centres are an important part of the
community from a commercial, community
and experience perspective. Across most
of the groups the theme of revitalisation
of the centres was noted. This included
opportunities to promote daytime and
night-time economy including a greater
diversity of food and retail, night markets,
and evening entertainment.

Although parking was raised as an
important issue, many noted the need for
better active transport infrastructure and
for better walkability within centres and
suburbs.

Greenspaces were seen as highly valued
parts of the community. Improving existing
parks and open spaces as well accessing
new areas of greenspaces along creeks
and rivers was prominent throughout every
group.

Issues of parking and access were prominent
including walkability, as well as issues of lighting
and security. Cultural events, busking and street
entertainment, community infrastructure as well
as streetscape improvements were raised by
many of the groups. The centres are seen as the
cultural and social heart of each community and
neighbourhood and destinations in themselves.
They were valued simply for this fact and wanted
to see revitalisation and renewal occurring in
a number of them. This included allowing for
greater housing diversity in and around these
renewal centres. In conjunction with the issue
of greater density was the notion of better
development controls on height, form, building
appearance and amenity.
Those centres highlighted in blue represented
those centres that were specifically mentioned
in the consultation. However, those that aren’t
noted may mean they had not community
representative who was from this location.
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This includes improvements in simple details such
as quality footpaths, street furniture and street
trees. In this regard the issue of maintenance was
often brought up and maintaining what we have
already. One of the bolder ideas proposed was to
underground the M5 and create a green cycle link
along the extent of the corridor.
Issues of connectivity of transport was also
important. For example, having local bus
networks connect regularly with suburban
stations to promote transport options for local
neighbourhoods to connect to heavy rail and
metro stations. This includes extending the hours
of operation of transport options.

Accessing open space within neighbourhoods
was raised as well, promoting the idea of ‘green
centres’ - that is the park being the heart of
the neighbourhood. Again, this requires better
investment in parks in terms facilities services
and maintenance as many parks and open space
areas were noted for being in need of renewal.
The creeks and rivers were seen as very important
parts of the City in terms or recreation and
history. Plenty of support was given by all
community groups to open up creeks and rivers
– to naturalise their channels and create walking
and cycling linkages. Along with this were calls for
additional linkages between open spaces areas
to create a network of accessible open spaces
within the LGA.

Community Summary Plan
Legend
Rail network
Metro network (underground)
Metro network (future)
Metro alternative connection
Minor road network
Major road network
Habitat / green space
Waterways / waterbodies
Key employment areas
Key transport hubs
Centre revitilisation (day + night economy)
Key centres - 400m radius
Key centres - 800m radius
Green space/ park upgrades
Green neighbourhoods (focus for density)
Green links
Green spine (M5 Underground)
Park’n’Ride (multi-storey)
New hospital
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PART 4

CROSS PROGRAM
ENGAGMENT
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Council Advisory Committee and Reference Group Feedback

For additional attempts to gather deeper
feedback, council also tapped into their preexisting community engagement program
channels.

The City of Canterbury Bankstown’s
Community Advisory Committees and
Reference Group council program managers
were invited to plug into the process, and
participate within the engagement process
for the LSPS.

Council did so by securing a place within these
committee group meeting agendas, with a view
to present the project, inform members of it’s
role and significance, and seek their feedback on
issues, ideas and opportunities relative to future
land use within the LGA.
The Groups and Committies that council was able
to secure an opportunity to engage with were as
follows:
• The Business Leaders Reference Group
• Community Safety Reference Group
• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Reference Group (ATSI),
• Arts and Culture Reference Group
• Environmental Sustainability Advisory
Committee
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
(ATSI) Reference Group Feedback
Opportunities:
• That there could be an indigenous public art
trail along Cooks River and Georges River.
• To identify and record the sacred sites
within the LGA - and ensuring they are
protected. Some listed in Aboriginal Heritage
Information Management System. (AHIMS)
• To recognise our indigenous culture within
the landscape.

Challenges:
• That we are losing sites and stories through
redevelopment of land.

Challenges:
• Impacts of urban heat.

• That the Banksia Road public school
is located on a meeting site, yet not
acknowledged.

• Lack of open space.

• That vandalism of sites occurs.

Environmental & Sustainability
Reference Group - Feedback

• To recognise the story lines and songlines
across the City. Education project for
everyone to appreciate the longer journey.

Opportunities:
•

Canterbury Racecourse should be taken
over by State and used for open space and
community uses.

• To employ a continuum of ‘caring for country’
– started with our indigenous culture, and
continues on today.

•

Wildlife corridor as part of Sydney Metro.

• To capture and then pass down the stories.

•

Council to provide a non-negotiable position
to advocate on.

•

Build a culture of awareness of how policies
lead to action, greater participatory
processes, engaged citizens.

• Rename, co-name Cooks River.

Ferry services along river – however could
disturb aquatic and other wildlife.

• That any breaking of ground should require
investigation of aboriginal artefacts –
and that we need better controls for
development.

• That we need to record significant places,
protect them, remediate them, and then
consider public art to tell the story!

• Continue practice of indigenous naming of
streets, buildings, parks, reserves.

•

• Wildlife corridors.
• Natural areas being loved to death.
• Future of Canterbury Racecourse.
• Land values – in relation to buying land for
open space.
• Sydney Metro – independent of State, own
authority, can do what they like, removing so
many trees.
• Lack of community in high-rise; social
isolation.
• Tree canopy and attractive houses.
• Setbacks for green space.
• Stormwater management.
• Traffic congestion.
• Understand the benefits of on-demand
transport.
• Isolation – lack of access to transport and
services.
• Lack of resources to deal with urban heat,
climate change.

• Culture centre of indigenous knowledge
– share indigenous food, bush medicine,
stories. Precedent – powerhouse has
community market garden/bush medicine.

•

Support alternative economy (bartering).

• Lack of tree canopy and shade.

•

More trees.

• Could repurpose vacant land for indigenous
garden, vacant facilities for cultural centre.

•

Grey water harvesting.

• Losing corner shops – they are valued urban
hubs. Is there a different model that can be
found to support them?

• Native flora book to educate community;
native verge gardens.

•

Repurpose street space for public space.

• Need to retain the fabric of community life.

•

On-demand transport connecting to Public
Transport.

• Safety.

• Markers in public spaces – good examples
are Pemulway Mural at Ewan Park, Memorial
at Fifth Avenue.
• Buildings can be informed by the landscape
and indigenous heritage. Precedent is Coffs
Harbour courthouse – shapes reflect trees
and landforms, modern building but informed
by indigenous heritage.

•

Changing mindsets.

•

Create the 30-minute City.

•

Building on the need for people to connect.

•

Local people working with urban designers to
get better outcomes.

•

Local markets.

•

Multipurpose open spaces.

• Access to river, ownership can limit
this.
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Community Saftey Reference Group
Feed

• Competing demands on reserves. eg.
Lansdowne Reserve –cycling, remote control
cars group.

The oppportunities identified were:

• Bushfire risk – access during fire incidents
however don’t get too many of these.

• To promote our natural areas to people in the
north of the CBD – many do not know what is
in their City (eg. Lambeth Park)
• Make river swimmable.
• Need great playgrounds, people leaving
area to spedn time in regional parks with
great playgrounds (eg. Sydney Park, Western
Sydney Parklands)
• Promote Community Fire Units – build
resilience and awareness in the community
about bushfire risk.
• Maintain public art
• Activate town centres and underutilised
spaces to compete with retail offer outside
CBCity.
• Supporting small business to encourage
walkability.
• Affordable Housing for students and
workers.
• Refuges for women fleeing domestic violence
– will need more of these. Should consider
sharing facilities between NGOs and Council.
• Better us of facilities funded by State
Government.
• Engender a sense of pride in the community
about the places they live in.
• Consider enhancing public places around
problem areas (eg. Ironbark Estate).

• Cooks River – aesthetic quality very poor;
high-rise, rubbish, industry, odor from river.
• Impact of online shopping on retail areas.
• Need to think about all of the things that
will be going on in the City in 20 years – WSU,
Bankstown Central, New Metro Station,
Canterbury Racecourse redeveloped, .
• Community facilities underperforming.
• Maintaining transport access for people in
suburban areas.
• Rationalising of facilities – can’t take facilities
away without offering something in its place.
Council reduce community engagement (eg.
neighbourhood group meets in community
facility in suburban area)
• More crime in out-of-the-way areas (eg.
Ironbark Estate). Need to engender a sense of
pride and ownership to combat vandalism.
• Perception of crime – on per capita figures no
increase.
• People don’t connect with the City of
Canterbury Bankstown, they connect with
their local areas.
• Density – type of buildings, compliance
matters.
• Increased population will mean need for
increased resources from State –need to
consider this in budget forecasts.

… and the challenges identified were:
• Natural areas underutilised, lack of access,
instances of vandalism
• Some of our parks highly used - Lake
Gillawarra already an attractor for large
community gatherings and events, issue is
parking overspill onto Henry Lawson Drive.
• Safety along the river from competing
activities – jet skiing, boating.
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Business Leaders Reference Group
Feedback…

• Nurture innovation, arts and culture

The oppportunities identified were:

• Community open day

• Deliver more white as well as blue collar
jobs
• Lessons learned from Parramatta:
ƌƌ will WSU be the ‘rainmaker’ for the
City;
ƌƌ what uses and actions can Council
take to support the University use?
eg. Implement Complete Streets; NTE
strategy; improving accessibility.
• This will be “like a stone in a pond that
will send ripples across the City creating
something that sparkles”
• ‘Connective City’ is a different value
proposition for the City.

• Other things that can improce business
activity within the city could be:
• Sightseeing tours to showcase City
• Creating sense of security to change
perception
• Increase multicultural events
… and the challenges identified were:
• Perception of safety
• Keeping City affordable especially for
low to very low income households,
pensioners
• Need to attract professional services
• Transport missing to connect people to
centres

• Support core sectors that have
resonance with the City:
ƌƌ Unique cultural food offer - Al La Seel,
300 staff employed (catering and
restaurants)
ƌƌ Social services – aged care – CALD
services
ƌƌ Custom manufacturing
ƌƌ Greatest number of start-up
businesses in Sydney (check)
• Reduce red-tape for local business – eg.
hours of operation, ect.
• Explore how we are incentivising business
activity through:
ƌƌ Land use plans
ƌƌ Hours of operation
ƌƌ Safety
ƌƌ Making sure interesting things happen
in the centres – night markets
ƌƌ Celebrate cultural diversity
• Nurture street life, pop-up spaces in
Bankstown CBD eg. Lady Culture Avenue –
relax hours of operation controls
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PART 5

FRANK CHATS ONLINE
SURVEY FINDINGS
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Frank Chats: online survey results

The following pages represent a summary of the
key themes and findings generated via the Frank
Chats online survey conducted as part of the
engagement program.

The comprehensive survey looked at
key issues relating to the preparation
of the LSPS, including local centres and
employment, housing, neighbourhoods
and character, movement and transport,
and recreation and open space, including
the rivers that wrap the LGA boundary and
waterways.

The online survey was available in five languages
to ensure culturally and linguistically diverse
communities had the greatest opportunity to
participate in this important project.
Survey languages included:
• Arabic;
• Greek;
• Vietnamese;
• Mandarin; and
• English.
Place Design Group worked closely with Council
to build the content of the survey using the
following key documents and sources as a base:
• the previous CBCity 2028 Community
Strategic Plan – specifically the seven key
destinations at the heart of the strategy
• the South District Plan - and the 10 directions
set down by the state as part of the strategy
• survey data from the CSP and associated
findings to use as a platform to apply a land
use planning lens across
• other technical studies or evidence available
via the projects technical area’s interim
reports/studies
• broader LGA statistics and demographics
sourced via the Australian Bureau of
statistics, Roads and Maritime Services, and
Department of Planning (via the LSPS Portal)
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The survey was promoted through council
communications channels, and cross promoted
at all on-ground engagement methods (pop-up
events, key stakeholder sessions, Councillor
workshops and via various point of sale
opportunities across the city).
Over 500 people viewed the survey, with 324
substantive responses. The survey was open from
18 April 2019 until 31 May 2019.
Due to the comprehensive nature of the project
and survey, the median completion time was 21
minutes. Given the substantial average length
of time to complete the survey, the number of
responses received is a testament to the level
of engagement of the Canterbury-Bankstown
community so early on in the LEP Review
conversation, and ultimately in the future of their
community. The following findings demonstrate
insights generated via the online survey.
Please note the following when viewing survey
results on the following pages:
• Some graphs may not total 100% due
to rounding, questions where multiple
responses were allowed, or the display of
only the most popular responses.
• Further information on responses by ward has
been provided where responses meaningfully
differed.
• Summaries of text-response questions
reflect common threads and similar themes
between responses, except where quotation
marks are used to indicate the publishing of a
response verbatim as it was received.

Survey respondent demographics
Gender

Speak a language other than English at home?

3%

Languages other than English spoken at home
Percentage of those who speak another language only. Other languages represented multiple times were Spanish,
Korean, French, Portuguese, Polish and Indonesian.

26%

Arabic

42%

56%

59%

Greek

41%

16%

Mandarin

13%
5%

Italian
Cantonese

Female

Male

I’d rather not say

Yes

2%

Urdu

2%

Bengali

2%

Vietnamese

2%

No

Age

Suburb of residence - top responses
Canterbury
Under 18 years

1%

18-24 years

1%

Earlwood

11%

Hurlstone Park

25-34 years

45-54 years

25%

55-64 years

25%
9%
3%

75 years and over
2%

6%

Campsie

21%

65-74 years

8%

Belmore

14%

35-44 years

I’d rather not say

17%

5%

Revesby

5%

Bankstown

5%
4%

Outside LGA
Yagoona

3%

Ashbury

3%

Panania

3%
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Frank Chats: qualitative response summaries
Looking into the future, what would you
like Canterbury-Bankstown to be like?
Community
“A diverse, welcoming, friendly place with
a sense of community”
• Acknowledging the existing diversity of the
community, responses highlighted a desire to
further protect and celebrate this diversity in
the future to create a harmonious and closeknit community.
• Respondents suggested that the future
Canterbury-Bankstown will have more places
for the community to come together without
fear and where all are accepted.
• One respondent eloquently summed this up,
writing: “I would like to live in a community
that is inclusive and provides opportunities
for people to enjoy a quality lifestyle
regardless of socio-economic position,
background, age, gender, mobility and
ability.”

Housing, neighbourhoods, transport and
centres
“A mixture of living from high rise to
detached homes and open spaces, offering
cafés, restaurants and convenience for
supermarkets, and specialty stores.”
• There was a prevailing notion that
Canterbury-Bankstown must provide a
diversity of housing options, including
affordable housing, with some wellplanned development around transport and
commercial hubs, and some areas protected
from higher density development.

• Easy movement around the city is seen as a
key part of creating a liveable community.
Respondents see a future with better walking
and cycling paths and more public transport
options to reduce traffic congestion.

The environment, open space and
recreation
“I would like to see the main streets of
suburbs beautified, clear of rubbish with
trees and cool spaces for residents to
meet.”
• Residents was their city to be clean and tidy,
with less dumping of rubbish on streets.
Respondents have suggested that streets
need more maintenance, the installation of
more bins, and better enforcement of illegal
littering and dumping.
• The natural environment is an asset, and
respondents mentioned clean rivers, the
protection and enhancement of local
biodiversity and the reduction of pollution as
important issues.
• Greenspace is highly valued, and locals
envision a future with more parks and open
spaces, tree lined streets and adequate
access greenspace for those living in
apartments.
• Creativity and the arts should be fostered
and promoted, to further enhance the city’s
diversity.

• Some respondents wanted a future
with less high-rise development with
overdevelopment controlled, and others
argued that train stations/future Metro
stations would be suitable for vibrant mixeduse developments.
• There was a desire for more to do both day
and night, with respondents saying they
want Canterbury-Bankstown to be “hip and
happening and a “hub of activity” with more
restaurants and nightlife.
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What types of places do you think
Canterbury-Bankstown should have,
which it doesn’t have already?
• Town squares and public plazas surrounded
by thriving shops and cafés
• More parks and green spaces
• Upgraded and additional aquatic centres
with 50m pools
• A night-time economy with thriving
restaurants and bars
• Pedestrian friendly shopping areas
• Upgraded libraries and more community
facilities and meeting places
• A better and more modern shopping centre
• Better health services and improvements and
more capacity at Canterbury Hospital
• Theatres and galleries

What is it about your local area that
makes it special to you and you want
protected?
• Some respondents said that low density
housing made their area special and unique
within Sydney. Some suggested that centres
should be the focus for future development
to protect low density areas in the suburbs.
Ashbury and Hurlstone Park were singled
out by some respondents as character and
heritage areas which should continue to be
protected.
• The cultural diversity of CanterburyBankstown is a part of its identity and the
continued celebration of this diversity
was encouraged. The strong feeling of
community, where locals know business
owners by name and vice-versa is also
considered a key part of the CanterburyBankstown story.
• The Cooks River was mentioned by several
respondents, with a desire for it to be made
cleaner and more accessible for recreation
by linking walking paths linked creating more
open spaces around it.

What role should our City play in the
future of Sydney?

What kind of jobs should be located in
our City over the next 20 years?

• Canterbury-Bankstown can be a model
within Sydney of a harmonious multicultural
community where diversity is celebrated.

• Many respondents suggested that the City
needs diverse employment opportunities
rather than in specific industries.

• The city can strive to be a leader in
sustainability within Sydney.

• Some suggested there could be opportunities
for increased health and education jobs
stemming from hospital upgrades and new
university campuses.

• CBCity should be seen as a great place to live
within Sydney, with affordable, low density
housing in reasonable proximity to the Sydney
CBD.
• Canterbury-Bankstown should become a
destination for weekend visits.

What places in Sydney, around Australia
or beyond do you love and why? How
can this shape the future of our City?
• Suburbs within Sydney often mentioned were
Newtown, Burwood, Marrickville, Parramatta
and Sutherland.
ƌƌ Newtown is loved for its diversity, quirky
and interesting shops and buildings, being
a very walkable community, and having
things to do in the evening.
ƌƌ Burwood is loved for its convenience,
character and good shopping.
ƌƌ Marrickville is loved for its vibe, arts and
culture scene, community organisations
and spaces, diversity and places to eat.
• Melbourne is loved for its diversity and
cosmopolitan living, strong food and coffee
culture, architecture and heritage, and for its
public transport system.
• Other cities mentioned by multiple
respondents were Tokyo, Singapore and
Paris.

• Many respondents listed populationserving industries as retail and services as
being major employment growth areas as
Canterbury-Bankstown’s population grows.

Green spaces, rivers and creeks are
important features that provide areas
for recreation. What other roles and
functions could these areas play into
the future?
• The Cooks River corridor featured strongly in
responses. Many noted recent investments
and that it has improved in recent years but
there is more rehabilitation to do.
• Creating biodiversity corridors was
supported with a focus on protecting and
growing wildlife habitats.
• Other comments/suggestions:
ƌƌ Walking and cycling paths along the river
for active recreation
ƌƌ Naturalised riverbanks
ƌƌ Community gardens and edible gardens
ƌƌ Green spaces as community gathering
points
ƌƌ Space for community events, and cafés/
function centres along waterfront
ƌƌ Watercraft hire and launching points
ƌƌ Educational experiences.

The character of our neighbourhoods as described by its residents.

The character of our centres as described by its visitors.

What other major economic
opportunities do you foresee for
Canterbury-Bankstown in the next 20
years?
• The continued improvement and
development of the Cooks River, creating
recreation and tourism opportunities
• Development of local centres
• Growth in the aged care sector

Suburb

Positive

Neutral to negative

Ashbury

Heritage, friendly, beautiful, clean,
quiet/peaceful

Bankstown

Friendly, diverse/multicultural

Apartments/high-rise

Belmore

Multicultural, proud, friendly

Neglected/ignored, run down

Campsie

Friendly, diverse

Canterbury

Diverse/multicultural

Earlwood

Green, friendly, diverse, quiet

Hurlstone
Park

Friendly, quiet/peaceful, green,
diverse, heritage

Panania

Quiet

Revesby

Low-rise, safe, friendly

Yagoona

Community, family, friendly,
multicultural

Centre

Positive

Neutral to negative

• Application of technology in business

Bankstown

Good

Run down/needs upgrade, busy

• Jobs in the health and education industries

Belmore

Vibrant, convenient

Neglected/tired

• Jobs in environment and sustainability
sectors

Campsie

Diverse

Busy, run down, dirty, overcrowded,
old

Canterbury
Rundown, neglected, old/outdated

Becoming crowded

Tired/dated, run down/neglected
Old

• The development of a local arts industry

What other minor economic
opportunities do you foresee for
Canterbury-Bankstown in the next 20
years?

Earlwood

Friendly, multicultural

Hurlstone
Park

Friendly, village, convenient, local

• Continued growth of population serving
industries as the area grows

Lakemba

Vibrant, diverse

• Improved nightlife – bars, restaurants, night
markets etc.

Panania

Friendly, village

• Development of centres near new public
transport hubs

Revesby

Friendly

Roselands

Convenient

Busy, crowded, lack of parking

• Establishment of new food and produce
markets

		

Note: The tables on this page display words (or similar words) that were used by multiple
respondents. The responses are from those respondents who live in the suburb in
question, or who nominated the local centre in question. Only suburbs and centres where
there were significant numbers of responses are included.
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Frank Chats: quantitative response summaries
What are the most important places, services or qualities that you consider when deciding
where you live? (Select up to 3)

62%

Public transport
Parks and green space

New housing/apartment
developments should reflect
character of surrounding n’hood

61%

Shops, cafes and restaurants

39%

Cost of housing/affordability

34%

Being close to family

28%

Work and job opportunities

23%

Schools and childcare

54%

New homes should be built
surrounding current/proposed PT
hubs/Metro stations

44%

We need to protect industrial areas to
keep local jobs

38%

6%
4%

Top three factors by ward:
• Bankstown: Being close to family, parks and green space, cost of housing/affordability

It is desirable to have granny flat/
secondary dwelling on my property,
or to have the option to build in future

31%

New homes should be distributed
evenly across the whole council area

28%

New homes should be built mainly
in larger existing centres such as
Bankstown and Campsie

• Bass Hill: Public transport, being close to family, cost of housing/affordability
• Canterbury: Public transport, parks and green space, shops, cafes and restaurants
• Revesby: Parks and green space, public transport, shops, cafes and restaurants

12%

30%

9%

28%

5% 6%

7%

11%

21%

27%

22%

23%
0%

• Roselands: Parks and green space, public transport, shops, cafes and restaurants

27%
20%

Strongly agree
Somewhat disagree

How long would it take you to walk to your nearest local centre?
Overall, 49% of respondents said they could walk to their local centre in 10 minutes or less. This rises to 75% in Bankstown
Ward, 65% in Roselands Ward, and 54% in Canterbury Ward. In Revesby Ward and Bass Hill Ward, this figure drops to 31%
and 36% respectively.
23%

Less than 5 minutes

26%

5-10 minutes
10-20 minutes

25%
26%

Longer than 20 minutes
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23%

7%

5%

19%

Further education and training
Places of worship

As Greater Sydney grows over the next 20 years, there will be demand for additional homes in
the City of Canterbury Bankstown. Please rate the below statements about housing in our area:
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27%

16%

13%

18%

40%
Somewhat agree

5%

22%

12%

60%

10%

21%
80%

Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly disagree

100%

What improvements could be made to assist with access to your local centres?
(Select up to 3)

Which of the below would most encourage you to catch public transport more often?
(Select up to 3)
48%

More trees/shade

More frequent services

38%

More car parking

Better lighting

26%

Other

26%

Bike paths

26%

23%

More stations/stops
19%

Improved roads
None of these
Kiss ’n’ ride facilities

5%

No improvements needed

24%

Park ’n’ ride facilities

6%

Better signage

27%

Better footpaths and connections

10%

Bike parking

32%

Better transport to my local centre

32%

More or improved footpaths

57%

As Canterbury-Bankstown changes, what would you like to see more of in or near your local
centre over the next 20 years?
The top scoring elements tested were links to natural spaces, parks and playgrounds and things to do at night, however
there were similar levels of support for most of the elements. There were meaningful differences between respondents in
different wards. While still in the majority, significantly fewer respondents in Revesby favoured more things to do at night.
Respondents from Canterbury and Bankstown wards were much more supportive .

12%
10%

Which of the below would most encourage you to walk more in your local area?
(Select up to 3)
44%

Safer road crossings

42%

More things to see/do close to me
38%

Lighting
56%

Links to natural space/creeks/rivers
Parks and playgrounds

44%

Things to do at night

41%

Community facilities

26%
34%

37%

Jobs and employment opportunities

36%

Cafés and restaurants

36%

Services and trades
0%

10%

43%

Much more of this

40%

Other

12%

21%

30%

30%

23%

27%

34%

38%
20%

25%

Better connections

19%

36%

21%

More footpaths

28%

43%

36%

More trees

22%

31%

38%

Public art and cultural appreciation

19%

41%
50%

More of this

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

The same amount
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Which of the below would most encourage you to cycle more in your local area?
(Select up to 3)

60%

Dedicated bike paths

Nothing

47%

26%
Encouraging community ownership
and care for the natural environment

14%

Better signage
4%

40%

Improving water quality of local
catchments

Which of the following options is most
important to you?

Which direction of travel do you think will
be more important to you over the next 20
years?

38%
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48%

Reducing negative impacts from
development on natural environment

27%

End of trip facilities

62%

Enhancing our rivers and creating
more things to do there

34%

Better connections

Other

Which of the below environmental priorities are most important to you?
(Select up to 3)

While a clear majority of total survey respondents
favoured wider footpaths over carparks, this did vary
between wards. In Bass Hill Ward 76% favoured more
car parking, while in Canterbury Ward, it was the
inverse, with 76% favouring wider footpaths. The wider
footpaths/car parking split was statistically even in
Bankstown, Revesby and Roselands wards.

38%

62%

North/south

Wider footpaths to create vibrant local centres

East/west

More car parking to improve access
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39%

33%

Revegetation of waterways
Creation of natural stormwater
channels rather than concrete-lined
channels
Making our rivers swimmable

26%

24%

What can’t you do in local parks and green spaces that you would like to in the future?
(Select up to 3)

Attend events (open air cinema/
markets etc.)

Which is more important to you and your
lifestyle?

54%
37%

Picnic/BBQ

25%

36%

Enjoy scenery
22%

Go for a walk/run

75%

21%

Take dog off-leash
18%

Casual sport (turn up and play)
16%

Use playground
10%

Other

Major regional parks and recreational spaces
8%

Participate in organised sport

Local parks and green spaces in your area

What types of jobs do think are needed in Canterbury-Bankstown?

54%

All

More jobs for a range of ages

46%

27%

More knowledge jobs
13%

More health jobs
More industrial jobs

Does Canterbury-Bankstown need:

5%

More opportunities/more
diverse range of jobs in the
bigger centres

37%

16%

More office jobs

Less jobs

2%
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Where to from here?

The findings from this community and stakeholder
engagement program will help shape Council’s
ongoing LEP Review projects, including the
finalisation of the draft LSPS.

The draft LSPS, titled Connective City 2036 Local Strategic Planning
Statement, will be placed on exhibition for a second round of community
and key stakeholder feedback to occur.
Calls for submissions will be made in association with this exhibition round,
along with other engagement activities yet to be announced.
This report will also assist the project’s technical area consultants in
finalising their reports and strategies.
Note: As the LSPS is part of the broader LEP Review process, ongoing
engagement will continue and at key milestones this document will evolve
and be updated as the project requires.
For more information, visit cb.city/connectivecity2036
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